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5 months ago, I reviewed Ultimate Death Match. I gave it a 1

out of 10. I

completely destroyed the film. In my review I talked about being a die hard

wrestling fan and felt his film was made 10 years too late and that it seemed

dated. Now comes the sequel. UDM 2. This time it was a million times better. First off,

let’s be honest, to the mainstream pro wrestling seems like a joke. Labeled as

fake and silly, how many people admit they watch this sport and take it serious?

I am a fan. And while I see the silly aspect such as HHH is the Chaperone or maybe John Cena ice cream bars. I

also see the serious side, deaths,

injuries and the falling from grace of many of my favorite stars of yesterday. I

mean go to youtube, they are always wanting to show a Scott Hall,Iron

Sheik,  Jake Roberts or even Teddy Hart when they seem out of it, or doing

something absolutely insane.

 

 

 

This film for me worked. Why, cause I mean the concept is silly, one person

wins 10 million and one person will die. Seriously, you get off free and clear

with 10 million and killing someone? But, whereas the first one was a bad

experiment. This one was really fun. First off, I am a huge Shane Douglas fan.

To put a mic in his hand, you can hear cash registers just ringing. And

it is sad he will never get the respect he deserves. You never heard Hogan when

we was in the WWF call out WCW wrestlers or vice versa. But, you had a ECW wrestler call out the whole business to fight

him.
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This had Dan Severn, Kid Kash, Johnny Swinger, Sandman Shane, Lodi, ( or Idol as he

later deemed himself) Raven, and Kevin Nash among others. And, to me the thing

that made this film special….my hero. Jimmy Valliant. I cried to see him in

the beginning cleaning a ring. Talk about someone who should have millions in

the bank and living well. And you almost can picture this is what he is really

doing these days. The film also had a video game feel, with some of the

finishing moves. That I really dug a lot. Shawn Cain ( who also stars as

Jake) has really made such a great wrestling film. I can list this in the same

breath as Beyond the Mat and The Wrestler. It was a good time. The matches were

not half bad, the ending was cheese but still fun. And the commentary this time

was a million times better written, as  you can tell Al Snow had a blast this

time. I am stoked about part 3. And a personal victory, this dvd can be bought

at Wal Mart. For indie films that is

huge. The change of venues, the crowd, the lack of sub plot, really built this

wrestling match as something fun without hokey distractions.
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Mike: I hear you on the Ac

JamesD: For a film like this

Justin: Just watched this fo

Anselmus: Udo did not leave Ac

JamesD: What about Monsters?

JamesD: I think there was- t

JamesD: Blood of the Nations

Motowntnt: Jaws is still my all

JJ: As Frank said, The H
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